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Abstract: One Card Mobile System (OCM system) is an upgrading from university card to university apps via
mobile setting. OCM system is able to provide the quickest, easiest way to smooth the student life at university.
The benefits of having OCM system are ; 1) it is a paperless (supporting green environment); 2) integrating
communication linkages; and 3) monitoring system can be improved. Market potential for this One Card Mobile
Apps or System (OCM system) are university (benefits either for student or staff) and organization. The novelty
of having this OCM system is include to be first implement in tiertary institutions.
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INTRODUCTION This system focusing on two main fuctions which are

Smartphone users  in  Malaysia  is  increased  [1] is a very important criteria for academic institutions.
there were 11 million smartphone users, 64% of whom Attendance is need due for some important purpose such
were under 30 years old [2]. The trend of smartphone record keeping, students assessment, and optimal
usage is estimated to be reached 17.8 million in year promotion. On the other notea consistency in students
2021(https://www.statista.com/statistics, 2016). Past attendance canbe acquired and it improves the student
studies have generally focused on smartphone wellbeing. The application of OCM in attendance system
dependency [3], and addiction [4] among university may reduced the challenges in recording the attendance.
students. A study on smartphone trend and usage  with The traditional method involves the use of sheets of
a large sample size of 1,814 respondents, involved 96% paper or books in taking student attendance. This method
youth and young adults. Less than 1% were older adults could easily cause the attendance sheet to be stolen or
above 57 years old [5]. lost [6].

The  majority  usage of smartphone is referring to Taking of student’s attendance cause a lot of time
social media apps, movies, books newsstand apps and consume and it is difficult to ascertain the number of
games [3]. In university environment, in terms of students that have made the minimum percentage and
technology facilities, the students are looking for thus eligible for exam. Thus, there is a need for a system
convenience   but   without   intrusiveness.  Students that would eliminate all of these trouble spots.
view  technology  as  their  necessity  in   their  life. To Rather than signing an attendance sheet, with OCM,
gain  student  acceptance  in  colleges,  safety  and theindividuals able to scan QR code provided by a
security  must  be  unobtrusive   and  transparent. In lecturer only with their smartphone and simultaneously
relation with the above discussion, the gap is about that particular individual attendance is recorded in the
smartphone  technology   has   been   treated as system.
necessity however, it only be used widely in leisure The system does the same function for library
lifestyle   purposes.    It    rarely    being    used   for activities such as book loan. The students can scan QR
student administrative process. Therefore, this projects code provided at the back of the book using their
take the opportunity to develop one apps related smartphone and it will automatic update in the system
university card named One Card Mobile System (OCM database. It will reduce time consuming for queing at the
system). counter service.

student’s attendance and library. Nowadays, attendance
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Proposed Solution: One Card Mobile System (OCM A lecturer will open the attendance portal and
system) is an upgrading from university card to university activate the active student list.
apps via mobile setting One Card Mobile System (OCM QR  code  is  generated. Each section of class each
system) able provide the quickest, easiest way to smooth time has different QR code. In other word, the QR
the student life at university. OCM system also expecting code is generated individually based on the class
to lessen the errors (manual error vs automatic error) and slot.
upgrading from manual to automatic process for After student scan/snap the picture of QR code, it
university routine transactions. This is very convenient will be listed in the attendance list. 
and provide more efficient ways to help students By end of period, the lecturer can observe the
accomplish their goals. “My One card mobile is My attendance report in terms of time come in to the
everything.” class. The lecture can obtain the critical report of

Technology Description: OCM system has three users for less than 80%, the system will put note in the remark
current stage; 1) student, 2) librarian, and 3) lecturer. The to make lecturer alert the condition.
three views have quite varied processes and are
illustrated as below figure. See figure 1. Librarian’s Process Flow:

The processes for each user is explain below: At the front door, a librarian will be on duty to

Student’s Process Flow: strip.

The info of University student’s Identity card is Identity card is needed in order to start the logging
needed in order to start the logging process process
The portal will be appeared; wall for the transaction This OCM library will link to library database in order
activities such as attendance and library borrowing for librarian to keep updating with the 1) information
activities. on borrowers, 2) books available, and 3) duration of
Choose either one books borrowing.

Attendance: Project Significant: This project indirectly enhancing

Scan/snap the picture of QR code generated by a Communication Technology literally and practically, rural
lecturer and urban. Beginner exposure and explorer on digital
Succeed, the attendance has been updated in landscape in Malaysia is a platform to be more creative
lecturer’s attendance list and innovative. Creative and innovative indicates the

Library: setting. This important in order to generate a pool of

Scan / snap the university barcode at the back page
of book. This activity will be linked to university Advantagesand Benefits of OCM System: The benefits of
library database. having One Card Mobile System (OCM system) are; 1) it
The student will receive an alert of book return time is a paperless (supporting green environment); 2)
via smartphone integrating communication linkages (expecting to reduce
At the front door, before exiting, need to verify with the communication barriers); and 3) monitoring system
the librarian by scanning the magnetic strip at the can be improved.
book.

Lecturer’s Process Flow: (OCM system) potentially can be marketed to various

The info of University lecturer’s Identity card is school, polytechnic etc) and training organization, and
needed in order to start the logging process. maybe NGO.

student attendance. For student who has attendance

monitor the students are scanning their magnetic

To obtain the record, the info of University staff’s

Malaysia communities’ level of Information

positive movement of education level and positive mind

quality Malaysia. It also provide 

Market Potential: One Card Mobile Apps or System

industries such as academic institution (university,
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Fig. 1: OCM system processes

For the enhancement of business model 2. The Star., 2016, January 21. Three hours a day on
sustainability, OCM system can be further diversified in s m a r t p h o n e s . R e t r i e v e d  f r o m
line with needs of community. http://www.thestar.com.my/news/nation/2016/01/21

Further OCM Experiment: For the next, the OCM system of-their-time-on-social-networking-and-chattingrepo/.
is suggested to do an experiment for large scale. This is to 3. Liew, T.S., 2012. Smartphone dependency and impact
examine the degree of effectiveness and efficiency of the on consumer purchase behavior of people in Kota
system. Currently, it has been experimented in a small Kinabalu. (Unpublished master’s thesis). Universiti
scale and the outcome indicated the OCM satisfaction Malaysia Sabah, Sabah, Malaysia.
among the students. 4. Ching, S.M., A. Yee, V. Ramachandran, S.M. Sazlly
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